belief in some threshold constitutional values is a prerequisite for the job. With Democratic Senate majorities recently dominating the confirmation of Republican Supreme Court nominees, these threshold values have included a commitment to the existence of unenumerated rights protected by the Constitution, including the right to privacy, and a respect for stare decisis. 5 When the dynamic shifted to a Democratic President with Bill Clinton's nomination of Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Democratic senators continued to pursue their agenda, while Republican senators used the occasion to press the nominee to eschew judicial activism and to uphold the death penalty.
In the current era of Supreme Court nominations, commencing with the defeat of Judge Bork in 1987, the Judiciary Committee's role has been described and evaluated in a multitude of ways by critics and supporters. At one extreme is the now familiar, pejorative label "high-tech lynching," 6 pinned on the Committee by then Judge Clarence Thomas. More ponderous is the explanation by Republican Senator Robert Dole that the Committee in 1987 was engaged in an exploration of "the proper scope of the Senate's role in the selection of Supreme Court Justices." 7 The bitter battle over the Bork nomination has been described by some as akin to a national town meeting on the meaning and importance of the Constitution. ' The Senate has traditionally defined its role as trying to satisfy itself that a nominee has the "intellectual capacity, competence and temperament," the "good moral character," and the commitment to upholding the Constitution that are required for the Supreme Court. 9 In the post-Bork era, 1 " however, the confirmation process has also become a means for members of the Senate, especially those who serve on the Judiciary Committee, to try to influence constitutional interpretation.
Senators generally have few opportunities to influence constitutional interpretation. Although they may play a direct role in proposing constitutional amendments," that method is difficult and cumbersome for senators hoping to correct what they see as the Supreme Court's interpretive mistakes. The Senate has no official means and little other opportunity to influence the outcome of 5. Stare decisis is a Latin term, meaning "[t]o abide by, or adhere to, decided cases." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1406 (6th ed. 1990). The term conveys the concept that law must build on its own precedents. 6 8. See Joseph Biden, Reform of the Confirmation Process, 102d Cong., 2d Sess., 138 CONG. REC. S8853-901, S8860 (daily ed. June 25, 1992) ("[Tlhe serious and profound debate that the Bork nomination sparked was among the most important national discussions about our Constitution, its meaning, and the direction of our Supreme Court in this century.").
9. Id. at S8858. 10. For a more detailed discussion of the "post-Bork era," see infra part III. 11. See U.S. CONST. art. V. constitutional cases before the Supreme Court.
1 2 Once a Supreme Court nominee is confirmed and sworn in, the Constitution's guarantee of life tenure means the Senate has no subsequent power to influence the new justice's approach to matters of constitutional interpretation. 13 It is not uncommon for members of the Judiciary Committee to cite life tenure as one justification for their now searching inquiry into the nominee's views and record. 14 Recasting the recent confirmation process, in part, as an effort to influence constitutional interpretation helps to explain why the process is so emotional and politically volatile. Many reporters who sat through the hearings that preceded Judge Bork's defeat, and many commentators who wrote later, viewed the controversy as being about Bork himself-a personal examination of the man, his outspoken and prolific views, and his combative style and view of the law that seemed to have little place for compassion. 15 There was something else afoot, however, that had less to do with Bork's identity and more to do with the heart and soul of constitutional interpretation. For example, never before or since in a nomination fight has there been such lobbying and spin control of the news media by interest groups, senators, and, to a lesser extent, the White House. Perhaps for the first time the fight was over more than just one Supreme Court seat. The focus no longer seemed to be simply on who would do the interpreting, as it had been as recently as 1986 when the Judiciary Committee reviewed the nominations of Justice William H. Rehnquist to be Chief Justice 16 and Judge Antonin Scalia to be an Associate Justice. 17 Rather, the focus in 1987 was more specifically and philosophically on what path interpretation of the Constitution would take. For the first time in recent times, senators were 12. The Senate does, on occasion, file an amicus curiae brief when it is not a party to a Supreme Court case. Senators also file amici briefs occasionally, usually as a group. The influence of these briefs depends very much on the circumstances and is difficult to measure, although a number of writers have tried. See generally Bruce J. Ennis, Effective Amicus Briefs, 33 CATH. U. L. REV. 603 (1984) .
13. Supreme Court Justices have life tenure during "good Behaviour." U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1. While they may be influenced by amici briefs, discussed supra note 12, Justices are, of course, not subject to recall or other reprimand based on their constitutional decisions.
14. (1986) . Much of the focus of the hearings was on Rehnquist as an individual and lawyer, including questions raised about a restrictive covenant on his Vermont home, his alleged harassment of minority voters in Arizona in the 1960s, his health and willingness to disclose medical problems, his policy on recusal in Supreme Court cases, and his authorship as a law clerk of a memo for Justice Robert Jackson in the case of Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), advocating that the "separate but equal" approach of Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896), be retained.
17. Scalia's nomination was approved on September 17, 1986, 98-0. 132 CONG. REC. 23,813 (1986). Scalia's refusal to discuss most substantive constitutional matters with the committee meant that the focus was largely on his qualifications for and approach to the job. prepared to mount a campaign against a nominee, not because of lack of qualifications, corruption, or character flaws, but because of the nominee's likely impact on our understanding of the Constitution.
There is also evidence that viewing confirmation hearings as a form of constitutional interpretation has met with some success." Most clearly, Justices David H. Souter, Anthony M. Kennedy, and Clarence Thomas, as nominees, acknowledged the constitutional importance placed on stare decisis by Democratic members of the Judiciary Committee.
All three men, elevated to the Supreme Court from federal appeals courts, also recognized the need to assure the Judiciary Committee that they believed in the existence of unenumerated fundamental rights in the Constitution, specifically the right to privacy." It is fair to wonder how many of the three unequivocally held that view before their Supreme Court nominations.
If there is any clear message that results from this view of the modern confirmation process, it is that no Supreme Court nominee may appear before the Judiciary Committee today and expect to be confirmed without being willing to make a commitment to the existence of some form of constitutional right of privacy. While nominees may differ about the scope and basis of this right, they must regard the right as no less broad than that first recognized by the Supreme Court in Griswold v. Connecticut. 2 1 Justice Ginsburg made this commitment as well, although this was less surprising since she was known to be a moderate Democrat rather than a conservative Republican.
There are, of course, differences in how the nominees implement the right to privacy or the role of stare decisis once they are confirmed. It seems unlikely, for instance, that Democratic senators on the Judiciary Committee take any comfort in the votes and opinions of Justice Clarence Thomas, despite his having offered these senators some recognition of their concerns in his confirmation hearings.
Viewing the confirmation process as an exercise in constitutional interpretation also helps to eliminate some of the confusion about the Senate's proper role in the confirmation process. Questions asked of nominees that explore their constitutional philosophies and approaches to different parts of the Constitution This article explores the confirmation process as a form of indirect constitutional interpretation by the Senate, taking into account the importance of the distinctive Zeitgeist that marks each nomination. 24 To do so, this article draws in part on the author's recollection of recent confirmation struggles. Part II looks at select Supreme Court nominations and concludes that the post-Bork era model of the Senate using Supreme Court confirmations as a mode of constitutional interpretation is a new model, not the customary approach. Part III chronicles the most recent experience with confirmation hearings, particularly the nominations of Justices Kennedy, Souter, Thomas, and Ginsburg. Part IV examines the efficacy of this approach as a means of influencing constitutional interpretation. There are a number of variables that must be considered, including external forces such as a division of political party control between the White House and the Senate, and the willingness, actual and perceived, of senators to fight if they are not satisfied with their ability to influence the nominee's view of the Constitution. Part V concludes that, although the success may vary depending on the circumstances of each nomination, the Judiciary Committee has succeeded in framing the constitutional dialogue and defining core constitutional values on which nominees must focus. 22 . Senators have typically justified their questions as necessary to exercise their "advice and consent" role mandated by Article II, Section 2, Clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution. However, if this role has traditionally meant assessing a nominee's fitness for office, the justification does not fully explain the need for questions that focus on specific cases or specific issues of constitutional interpretation and methodology.
23. LAURENCE H. TRIBE, GOD SAVE THIs HONORABLE COURT 131 (1985) ("A concerted, collective effort by the upper house of Congress to articulate a vision of the Constitution's future, and to scrutinize potential justices in that vision's light, is of course the ideal.").
24. "Zeitgeist" is a German word meaning the spirit of the time or the characteristic outlook of the period. WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 2657 (1971 . A casual reader of the proceedings of the Judiciary Committee might wonder how to tell one set of confirmation hearings from another. The answer cannot be found in the transcripts but in the confluence of the questions and responses, and the spirit and political ambience of a nomination. The substantive questions posed by senators may sound very similar, even identical, from one hearing to the next. The overall context varies widely, however, and it is possible to point to specific nominations and reach conclusions, based on the Zeitgeist, about whether the confirmation turned on the identity of the individual or on substantive constitutional issues. Traditionally, although some constitutional questions may have been asked, the answers scarcely mattered. There was no sense that a nominee would be confirmed or not based on the answers to these constitutional questions. This is largely because the Senate focused on the ability of the hearing process to expose scandal, but senators had not yet realized the potential of the confirmation hearings as a substantive constitutional dialogue. Identifying the Zeitgeist, then, differentiates between facially similar confirmation hearings. Historically, the confirmation process has focused on a range of issues. The issues relevant to the President and the Senate have sometimes varied, but rarely has the focus been on the future direction of constitutional interpretation. Professor Henry Abraham, one of the leading students of the nomination and confirmation process, has identified seven reasons for Senate rejection of Supreme Court nominees, ranging from opposition to the President who made the appointment to special interest group pressures. 2 6 Only one of the seven reasons reflects a concern with constitutional interpretation. He described it as "senatorial opposition to the record of the incumbent Court which the nominee seemed to support., 2 ' The example he cited was President Grant's nomination of his attorney general, Ebenezer R. Hoar, who was denied a seat on the Supreme Court in 1870, by a Senate vote of 33-24. ' The direction of the Court's jurisprudence was of paramount concern in other instances, but the concern primarily influenced the President rather than the Senate. The most obvious such instances were President Franklin D. Roosevelt's ''court-packing" proposal and the several nominations that followed the demise of that legislation. 29 Here, however, the focus on the direction of constitutional interpretation was clearly Roosevelt's.
II
Concern about the direction of interpretation has played a minor part in some more recent Supreme Court nominations. Evidence exists that suggests that at least some of the opposition to the proposed elevation of Justice Abe Fortas to be Chief Justice in 1968 was based on the Court's decisions in the areas 25 of criminal procedure and obscenity. 3 Fortas was being blamed for the direction of the Court on which he served, however, a different proposition from influencing the constitutional values of a new nominee who may be about to take his or her place on the Court.
During the debate on Fortas on the Senate floor, Southern Democratic Senator Sam Ervin criticized Fortas repeatedly for being "among the judicial activists who regard the Constitution as something in the nature of a quivering legal aspen leaf, whose meaning trembles and changes when sitting Supreme Court Justices waiver in mind and new Supreme Court Justices ascend the Bench., 31 Ervin also criticized major criminal procedure decisions of the Court such as Miranda v. Arizona 32 and faulted Fortas for joining them. These decisions, he said, "permit multitudes of murderers, rapists, burglars, robbers and thieves to go unwhipped of justice." 33 Republican Senator Strom Thurmond also attacked the Court, and Fortas for being a part of it. 4 The Fortas nomination was withdrawn after the Senate deadlocked in a filibuster by Republicans and Southern Democrats, and Fortas later resigned from the Court for reasons involving suggestions of scandal in his personal finances and having no relation to the Court's direction and jurisprudence. 35 The Fortas experience was unusual because he was already on the Court. The more traditional approach has been to focus on characteristics related to the individual nominee. 36 The unsuccessful nominations of Judges Clement Haynsworth, Jr., and G. Harrold Carswell, 37 34. Senator Thurmond said, "I believe the Supreme Court's decisions with regard to pornography have encouraged its use and extended the extremity of its form ... the Court has given such filth a respectability it does not deserve." He also stated that "Justice Fortas has shown, by his record on the Supreme Court, that he is not only content with the Court's trend in these cases, but also that he is willing to take these trends to further extremes." 114 CONG. REC. 28,772 (1968 are examples of the traditional approach. The focus of their hearings was largely, although not always exclusively, on the identity and character of the nominees themselves, rather than on their likely impact on the Court and the Constitution.'
Of these five nominees, Rehnquist was the most noticeably questioned about his approaches to constitutional interpretation and to major issues of the time, but there were also concerns of a more traditional character. Traditional questions included whether he had ever been a member of the rightwing John Birch Society, an allegation that he denied in an affidavit. 41 The 1975 REC. 46,197 (1971) .
40. For a full discussion of the Haynsworth hearings, see Senate Rejects Haynsworth Nomination To Court, 1969 CONG. Q. ALMANAC 337 (Haynsworth was questioned extensively about stock he owned and his service on corporate boards, resulting in possible conflicts of interest in cases on which he sat, and third parties testified that he was anti-labor). For a full discussion of the Carswell hearings, see Carswell Nomination to Court Rejected by Senate, 1970 CONG. Q. ALMANAC 154 (although some opposition was based on Carswell's characterization of himself as a "strict constructionist," most controversy focused on whether he was a racist and a segregationist and on whether he was sufficiently competent as a lawyer and judge to serve on the Supreme Court). For a full discussion of the Blackmun hearings, see Blackmun Unanimously Confirmed For Supreme Court, 1970 CONG. Q. ALMANAC 163 (although Blackmun answered a few questions about his views of the Constitution, the truly adversarial questions focused on his stock holdings and plans to avoid conflicts of interest). For a full discussion of the Powell and Rehnquist hearings, see Court Nominees: Powell and Rehnquist Confirmed, 1971 CONG. Q. ALMANAC 851 (Both nominees underwent some questioning about their approach to constitutional interpretation, but Powell was also questioned about his attitudes toward school desegregation and about his stock portfolio as a possible source of conflicts-of-interest while Rehnquist was questioned more about his role as a Justice Department lawyer and about his attitudes toward civil rights. The nomination process for Justice O'Connor, an Arizona state court judge selected by President Reagan in 1981, bears some similarities to the confirmation hearings in the post-Bork era. There is, however, one critical difference: the Zeitgeist. There was never any question about whether O'Connor would be confirmed."
This was especially true since she was the first woman ever nominated for the Supreme Court and to oppose her nomination would have cost senators the political support of women. Thus, as with some earlier examples, the substantive questions of constitutional interpretation put to her lacked the force of a possible rejected nomination. As in the case of Stevens, the questions were asked but senators did not appear to be seriously evaluating their support for her based on the answers.
Nevertheless, Justice O'Connor's confirmation bears further examination because it reveals the interest on both sides of the political aisle in influencing the course of constitutional decisionmaking. The Democrats on the Judiciary Committee, who were the minority party since they lost control of the Senate in the 1980 election, asked O'Connor the types of questions that marked later hearings. For example, Democratic Senator Patrick Leahy sought, with some success, to secure from the nominee a commitment to the right to privacy: The Democrats were not alone in seeking to satisfy themselves quite specifically about the nominee's views, not only on privacy but on stare decisis and a range of other issues of the day. Three conservative Republican senators, although members of the Senate's majority party and philosophically aligned with the Reagan electoral landslide, also sought assurances from O'Connor about moral issues. The three were Jeremiah Denton, John East, and Charles Grassley. Senator Denton, for example, pressed O'Connor repeatedly for her views on abortion and managed to elicit rather candid and highly unusual personal observations, although answers that were short of the commitments that he sought: 44 
1971.
Liberal Democratic senators and liberal interest groups mounted opposition to Rehnquist, both on the basis of his conservative record as a Justice, and on more personal, character questions, such as his health and his willingness to reveal medical problems, and whether he had harassed minority voters as a poll watcher in Arizona in the 1960s. Much of this opposition, to the extent that it was based on his constitutional views, represented a mirror image of the Fortas nominations: he was being examined for his previous tenure and questioned by liberal opponents who were upset about the direction of the Court. In the case of Scalia, the Zeitgeist was clear: if senators had begun to appreciate the possibility for constitutional dialogue, they readily abandoned it when he proved unwilling to answer questions, and his confirmation was never in any doubt.
III BORK, THE POST-BORK ERA, AND THE CONSTITUTION
The fight over the Bork nomination has been amply debated by all sides,' and a detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this article. The long-term significance of the Bork confirmation struggle, however, is that it departed from what was then the norm, and may in turn have established a new norm for confirmation hearings. 4 hearing that occupies five inch-and-a-half thick volumes of records and transcripts, each volume more than twice the thickness of O'Connor's or Scalia's single-volume hearings. The Bork nomination was the first occasion in modern times on which the Senate rejected a nominee because his confirmation might move constitutional interpretation in a direction different from that desired by the majority of senators.' It is this approach, its effectiveness and durability, that is at the heart of the post-Bork model for Supreme Court confirmations.
A. Anthony M. Kennedy
The nomination of Judge Anthony M. Kennedy of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit was the first to be defined by the post-Bork model. 51 Democrats who controlled the Senate had to prove that, having defeated Bork, Kennedy was not simply Bork without a beard. If the Bork hearings were to hold any transcendent meaning, the Democratic Senate would have to refuse to confirm a nominee who shared Bork's disdain for the doctrine of unenumerated rights in the Constitution, specifically his rejection of an implied right to privacy. 52 The Democratic senators knew that imposing this standard on Kennedy's confirmation would be no small feat because their resources and energies were exhausted from the bitter, difficult four-month Bork struggle. Still, the Committee wanted to preserve the precedent set by the Bork hearings.
Senator Joseph Biden, a Delaware Democrat and Judiciary Committee Chairman, lost no time at the start of the Kennedy hearings outlining his view of the exact nature of the legacy of the Bork nomination. He said:
[W]e must know the nominee's constitutional views, and state clearly to the nominee our own perspective on constitutional interpretation. To uphold these standards, we must begin by insisting that every Supreme Court nominee understand and accept a number of basic constitutional principles, among them the separation of powers, unenumerated rights, equal protection for minorities and for women, for all citizens, and due process of the law, and the precious rights protected by the first amendment. It seems to me the Senate should, properly, explore further each of these issues, and it is equally reasonable to expect every nominee to state to the Senate the general . . . criteria that he, or she, would use to apply these fundamental principles. 53 Kennedy, too, had to make some difficult choices. First he had to decide how loquacious and forthright to be in answering the Judiciary Committee's questions. Bork had made a threshold judgment that he would discuss constitutional interpretation at great length with the Judiciary Committee. 4 That was not the historical practice. 55 Indeed, Bork later regretted that his extensive discussion of constitutional issues came to be seen as the model for other nominees. 56 To suggest that Kennedy merely acquiesced to the model is to give him too little credit. He conveyed a clear impression to observers at the time of his confirmation hearing, in December 1987, and to senators in his private meetings with them in the weeks before the hearings, that he intended to provide forthright answers that would alleviate the concerns of senators about constitutional interpretation. He made it clear to senators and their staffs that his views were not those of Bork, and that they should look forward to satisfactory answers.
57
Obviously an equally important issue for the senators was what questions to ask to make clear that a sudden change in constitutional interpretation was not desirable. For the nominee, the issue was what answers to provide. Democratic senators chose to follow what had proved to be the politically effective pattern of questioning in the Bork hearings: They tried to focus their constitutional 53 . Hearings on the Nomination of Anthony M. Kennedy, supra note 19, at 23-24. 54. In a July 1987 conversation with this author, while Bork's nomination was pending and before his hearings had begun, Bork explained that he felt he had to go to unusual lengths to explain his views to the committee because he had written and spoken so extensively on a broad array of constitutional and statutory issues over such a prolonged period. 56. In a speech to the American Jewish Committee in Chicago, after his defeat, Bork said, "What I did is now being taken as a precedent for future nominees, and I feel that it should not be taken as a precedent." This excerpt is quoted in GITENSTEIN, supra note 48, at 319.
57. In the course of covering the nomination for The Wall Street Journal, the author was told by aides to several Democratic senators that Kennedy was taking steps in private meetings to allay their fears and to assure them that his approach both to the hearings and to the Constitution differed markedly from Bork's. Additionally, Senator Paul Simon, an Illinois Democrat and Senate Judiciary Committee member recalls that "Judge Kennedy did a good job of what the White House calls ' 
schmoozing Senators.'" PAUL SIMON, ADVICE AND CONSENT: CLARENCE THOMAS, ROBERT BORK AND THE INTRIGUING HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT'S NOMINATION BATTLES 67 (1992).
concerns on the widely acclaimed general right to privacy and the existence of rights that are not spelled out in the Constitution, rather than focusing specifically on the more divisive status of Roe v. Wade" 8 and the right to abortion. Instead of pressing for views on each landmark precedent that they held dear, they probed more broadly about stare decisis: about how it works, when deference to precedent is appropriate, and what factors pertain to such obeisance. 59 They asked time and again about the nominee's view of the Ninth Amendment,'° thereby assuring themselves of a comparison to Bork, who said the meaning of the Ninth Amendment could not be determined with any greater clarity than words hidden beneath an "ink blot." 61 For his part, Kennedy was adept at providing assurances that he operated from the same broad fundamental constitutional premises as the Democratic senators. Yet he never overstepped the bounds of propriety that keep a nominee from commenting too specifically on issues that may come before the Supreme Court. He set a mild-mannered tone that was neither evasive nor belligerent, giving Democratic senators much to digest. For example, in response to questioning by a number of Democrats, he said, "I think that the concept of liberty in the due process clause is quite expansive, quite sufficient, to protect the values of privacy that Americans legitimately think are part of their constitutional heritage." '62 Questions and answers at this level of generality were most effective. He declined to get any more specific, not only about Roe, but also about the foundational privacy case, Griswold v. Connecticut, 63 in which the Supreme Court first recognized a fundamental right to marital privacy. But he was most reassuring on the Ninth Amendment, suggesting to Senator Biden, "It seems to me the Court is treating it as something of a reserve clause, to be held in the event that the phrase 'liberty' and the other spacious phrases in the Constitution appear to be inadequate for the Court's decision." ' Lest this scenario look so harmonious that it appears nothing more than a charade, it should be repeated that the Democrats had much at stake in this confirmation. Kennedy would replace Justice Powell, long the crucial fifth or "swing" vote for much of the constitutional jurisprudence that mattered to liberal and moderate Democrats. The effort to influence Kennedy's constitutional view was, therefore, very real. While it is true that the nomination had its own 58. 410 U.S. 113 (1973) . 59. For a discussion of the types of questions and answers in the Kennedy confirmation hearing, see BRONNER, supra note 48, at 337; see also GITENSTEIN, supra note 48, at 317. 60. U.S. CONST. amend. IX ("The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.").
61. We recognize, as we must, that there is substantial academic comment which argues that the choice to engage in homosexual action is a personal decision entitled, at least in some instances, to recognition as a fundamental right and to full protection as an aspect of the individual's right to privacy. 6 ' Senator Humphrey expressed alarm at this sentence and observed, "My goodness, you can find academic comment to justify almost anything." ' As party loyalists, however, Republican senators were in a weak position to try to influence Kennedy, since their votes for him were virtually assured.
Kennedy was confirmed February 1, 1988, by an unanimous Senate, 97-0.69
B. David H. Souter
Judge David Souter of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit was far more of an enigma to the Senate when he was nominated by President George Bush to succeed Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. He was a mystery because he had written virtually nothing on major federal constitutional questions. He had demonstrated his competence and intelligence during twelve years as a state trial judge and state supreme court justice in New Hampshire, but his experience as a federal judge was limited to three months on the First Circuit.
The political dynamic was no less significant than in the case of Kennedy: Souter was thought likely to be a Reagan-Bush conservative replacing the Court's liberal institutional memory and leader. Again, as in the Kennedy nomination, the Zeitgeist of Souter's confirmation was an expectation that he would be approved. This was fostered by the presence of a new confirmation hearing phenomenon, the existence of a Senate mentor. Republican Senator Warren Rudman, Souter's close friend, and former boss, was on hand to assure senators that Souter embraced moderate, mainstream constitutional values, not those held by the most conservative elements of the Republican Party. This 65. It would be an error to leave the impression that there was not also a personal element to the Kennedy confirmation. Emotionally exhausted and politically drained from the Bork nomination, senators of both parties were not looking for another fight and went into the process hoping the nominee would succeed. It is difficult to assess whether this means Kennedy was subjected to easier scrutiny, since in the post-Bork era the level of scrutiny was raised from the previous norm. advance work went a long way toward assuring senators that Souter was not the unusual, ascetic character that some news media profiles had made him appear to be. 7 " Since so little was known about him, and since the direction of Supreme Court constitutional interpretation hung in the balance, he nevertheless faced tougher grilling than Kennedy. Once again, Democratic senators concluded that the effort to send Souter a message should generally be in broader terms, focusing on privacy, the Ninth Amendment, and stare decisis. Questions along those lines started right in, and Souter proved quick, candid, and appropriately committed to the broad contours of current constitutional theory. His very first answer of the hearings, to Senator Biden, was, "I believe that the due process clause of the 14th Amendment does recognize and does protect an unenumerated right of privacy." 71 He also recognized that the Ninth Amendment, although uncertain in its contours, was an assertion of unenumerated rights that had to be free from government interference. 2 Far less productive were more specific questions asked of the nominee. When Souter acknowledged a fundamental right to decide whether to use birth control or to become pregnant, Biden asked whether a woman has the same "constitutional right to choose not to become pregnant" if she uses birth control and it fails. 73 Obviously, the way to choose not to be pregnant at that point is abortion, and Souter declined to answer, noting that there was "not only a possibility, but a likelihood that the Court may be asked 7 4 to reconsider its decision in Roe v. Wade. 75 Once again, conservative senators also sought to satisfy themselves, but with no real threat to back up their inquiry, that Souter would be a Justice of conservative principles, not one co-opted by the liberal approach to the Constitution.
Mark Gitenstein, former Chief Judiciary Committee Counsel to Senator Biden, summed up the effect of the Kennedy and Souter confirmations on the constitutional interpretation of the judges as follows:
The nominations of Anthony Kennedy by Ronald Reagan and of David Souter by George Bush ratify a new conventional wisdom about Supreme Court nominees. Both deliberately distanced themselves from Bork's jurisprudence because they recognized that Americans do believe they have certain unwritten rights. The Senate will reject any nominee who does not embrace that philosophy or who suggests that the Warren Court was wrong in recognizing those fundamental rights. Despite this electrifying development, there are conclusions that may be drawn based on the early part of the Thomas hearings. Thomas, too, was willing to assure anxious Democrats that he in some general way recognized the constitutional principles they sought to preserve. "My view is that there is a right to privacy in the Fourteenth Amendment," he told Senator Biden on the first day of his hearings. ' As with Souter, Biden tried to press on, this time even more specifically to ask whether the right to privacy protects "the right of a woman to decide for herself in certain instances whether or not to terminate a pregnancy." 81 Thomas declined to answer this more specific question. Other Democrats became equally anxious about being limited to very general philosophical questions, as well as the equally general nature of the responses. This frustration produced one of the more memorable attempts to pin down and engage Thomas's constitutional views, when Democratic Senator Patrick Leahy asked Thomas if he had ever 77. 136 CONG. REc. S14,374 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 1990). 78. For a summary of highlights of the first round of hearings, see SIMON, supra note 57, at 81-99; see also Hearings on the Nomination of Clarence Thomas, supra note 19, pts. I-III.
79. The Senate Judiciary Committee concluded the first chapter on September 27, 1991, with a deadlocked vote of 7-7 and decided to send the Thomas nomination to the full Senate without recommendation. However, with a Senate vote scheduled for October 8th, the news media revealed on October 6th that the Senate had received allegations of sexual harassment against Thomas. The allegations, made by Professor Anita Hill of the University of Oklahoma Law School, were that Thomas had sexually harassed her in 1981 and 1982 while she worked for him, first at the Department of Education and later when Thomas was chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The alleged harassment involved repeated requests for dates, questions and observations about intimate sexual experiences and anatomical characteristics, and descriptive references to pornographic films. The Senate vote was postponed for one week, and the Judiciary Committee resumed hearings on October 11th for three days. Hill aired her allegations, and Thomas denied every aspect of the charges, leaving senators to judge for themselves which of the witnesses they believed. [Vol. 56: No. 4 discussed Roe v. Wade with anyone when it came out while he was in law school at Yale or soon thereafter. Thomas replied, "Senator, I cannot remember personally engaging in those discussions. '' 82 The frustration with Thomas, both individually and as a representative of almost certain constitutional change on the high court, was apparent in the sharp contrast between the Zeitgeist of his confirmation hearings and those of Kennedy and Souter. Although Thomas, like Souter, had a Senate mentor in the person of Senator John Danforth, a Missouri Republican, Thomas remained a controversial figure who may have been facing as many as one-third negative votes in the Senate even before Professor Hill's charges.' The opposition was due in part to Thomas's record of outspoken, controversial positions on important, volatile issues that made the dynamic of his confirmation more closely resemble Bork's than Souter's or Kennedy's. A crucial factor, at the heart of the Senate's new role of influencing constitutional interpretation, was that many senators simply did not believe that they had had any impact on Thomas. Unlike Souter and Kennedy, Thomas's representations and assurances did not put committee members at ease. Senator Howard Metzenbaum, an Ohio Democrat, made his doubts clear to Thomas during the September hearings, accusing him of the same sort of "confirmation conversions" that had been so damaging to Bork: I will be frank; your complete repudiation of your past record makes our job very difficult .... For example, yesterday, in response to a question from Sen. Biden, you said that you support a right to privacy. Frankly, I was surprised to hear you say that. I have not been able to find anything in your many speeches or articles to suggest that you support a right to privacy.-There was one important issue in the first set of Thomas hearings, part of the Zeitgeist, that more appropriately fit with the old model: whether Thomas had enough legal experience to be qualified for the job. Critics charged that his experience was largely regulatory, administrative, and political, and that he had never practiced law or spent any time in the courtroom.
Once the charges of sexual harassment were aired in a second set of hearings held a month after the first, however, it was difficult to follow the influence of constitutional interpretation on the Thomas nomination process. The focus became much more personal, and although the charges and rebuttals received sensational attention, this part of the process was much more akin to the traditional Senate effort to assess the nominee's character and fitness.
Thomas The new political alignment of Democrats controlling both the White House and the Senate changed the dynamic of the hearings markedly: Ginsburg's confirmation was virtually assured as the hearings began.' Yet both Democratic and Republican senators had concerns about Judge Ginsburg's approach to the Constitution, and they used the hearings to voice them and to seek assurances from the nominee. The opening statements of some senators made it clear that this was the direction the hearings would take. Senator Arlen Specter, a Pennsylvania Republican, said he was concerned about the nominee's understanding of "judicial activism." ' Senator Orrin Hatch, also a Republican, explained that the issues examined in Ginsburg's hearing would be of the postBork variety, not of the traditional model: Judge Ginsburg's ability, character, intellect, and temperament to serve on the Supreme Court are not, in my mind, in question .... A Supreme Court justice, in my view however, must meet an additional qualification. He or she must understand the role of the judiciary, including the Supreme Court, in our system of government. Under our system, a Supreme Court justice should interpret the law, and not legislate his or her own policy preferences from the bench.' Some Democrats also outlined areas of concern with the nominee's constitutional view in their opening statements. Senator Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio said:
As an appeals court judge, Judge Ginsburg is well known for her preference for measured or incremental movement in the law. She speaks of permitting constitutional doctrine, especially in controversial areas, to emerge from a dialogue between the courts, other branches of government and the people ....
When Judge Ginsburg speaks of a dialogue, she apparently envisions a concept of gradualism in applying the constitution's provisions. That causes me concern, because any delay in enunciating or protecting constitutional rights is justice denied.' Most Democrats played a role that was a variation on recent hearings of the past. Questions about the right to privacy and free expression when addressed to Republican nominees had been a search for a floor; the senators sought assurances that the nominee recognized a minimum threshold level of constitutional protection for these rights. In the Ginsburg hearing, however, Democrats were not simply seeking to establish a floor, but also seeking to determine how high above the minimum threshold that floor would be.
Excerpts From Senate Hearings on the Ginsburg
For example, there was little question for Democrats about Judge Ginsburg's commitment to free speech. A question from Democratic Senator Patrick Leahy was intended, instead, to see how Judge Ginsburg viewed cutting-edge areas of free speech law. "What about in the area of entertainment?" Leahy asked.' "Well, now we're getting into more slippery territory. It depends what kind of entertainment, I suppose," Judge Ginsburg said, in partial reply. 91 Massachusetts Senator Edward M. Kennedy expressed his concern that the Supreme Court had "cut back on the legal protections against job discrimination." ' He then sought, and received, assurances from Judge Ginsburg that she believes Congress intended federal civil rights laws to be read broadly. "The Civil Rights Act states grand principles representing the highest aspirations of our nation to be a nation that is open and free, where all people will have opportunity," Judge Ginsburg said. 9 3 Kennedy did not stop there, however, asking whether the nominee still believed, as she had said in a 1979 speech, that discrimination based on sexual orientation should also be deplored. 94 "I think rank discrimination against anyone is against the tradition of the United States and is to be deplored," Judge Ginsburg responded. ' Perhaps the most significant questioning of Judge Ginsburg was over the death penalty. It was on that issue that Democrats and Republicans most clearly sought simultaneous assurances from opposite ends of the constitutional spectrum. Senator Metzenbaum sought some sign that Judge Ginsburg would be a moderating influence on the Supreme Court's death penalty decisions, asking her for her opinion on a recent decision, Herrera v. Collins.' Republican senators, conversely, looked for assurances that Judge Ginsburg was not an abolitionist who would refuse to apply the death penalty. ' Judge Ginsburg maintained her firm refusal to discuss specific issues on which she had taken no position that might come before the Supreme Court. 9 " However, apparently sensing the importance of the death penalty to her 90 hearings, she offered a number of assurances to Republican and moderate Democratic senators that she understood the Supreme Court's impatience with long delays and repeat appeals in death penalty cases. To Hatch's question about the death penalty, she replied, "I can tell you that I am well aware of the precedent, and I have already expressed my views on the value of precedent."" On another occasion, she remarked, "I will be scrupulous in applying the law on the basis of legislation and precedent." 1 " If the death penalty was a focal point of Judge Ginsburg's hearings, the issue of abortion was less so, in part because of her well-established record as a champion of women's rights in the 1970s. Because of her record on the issue, Ginsburg was free to be direct with the Judiciary Committee. Responding to a question from Republican Senator Hank Brown, Ginsburg said, "This is something central to a woman's life, to her dignity. It's a decision that she must make for herself. And when government controls that decision for her, she's being treated as less than a fully adult human responsible for her own choices." ' 10 1
There was another reason she could be so direct on abortion without strong negative consequences among senators who oppose abortion. Judge Ginsburg went out of her way to reassure senators that she was not a "judicial activist," even invoking the words of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes when she said, "...Holmes counseled one of the most sacred duties of a judge is not to read her convictions into the Constitution. I have tried and will continue to try to follow the model Justice Holmes set in holding that duty sacred." 1 " Her assurances about the proper role of a judge helped to alleviate many of the concerns that Republicans felt about her stance on abortion1°3
By a vote of 96-3, Ginsburg was confirmed by the Senate on August 3, 1993.' 1 4
IV EARLY EVALUATION
Since this concept of the confirmation process as an influence on constitutional interpretation is a relatively novel one, it is, perhaps, too early to assess its efficacy. Nevertheless, some observations can be made and some questions for future consideration can be raised.
The effort to influence constitutional interpretation by telling nominees what senators consider mainstream constitutional jurisprudence is tricky, because it
99.
Id. Thus, questions about the existence of and foundation for a right to privacy would appear to be appropriate and somewhat effective, but direct questions about abortion are of little value even though they may be at the heart of senators' concerns. 5 General questions about whether the right to privacy encompasses marital sexual privacy were more likely to elicit informative responses than were questions framed specifically around the holding of Griswold v. Connecticut."° Questions about whether the Ninth Amendment might be a general repository for the recognition and protection of unenumerated rights are more effective than a dialogue over whether it is the specific locus of the right to privacy. Finally, a discussion of stare decisis and how and when to apply it elicits a more valuable response than a discussion of the validity of specific precedents like Roe v. Wade. 1 
Excerpts From

"
This assessment addresses only one facet of efficacy: what types of questions are likely to elicit productive and responsive answers about constitutional interpretation. The more difficult task is measuring whether this approach to Senate confirmations makes any difference in outcomes. It is difficult to determine whether the views that a nominee held prior to appointment to the Supreme Court have been influenced even in part by the Senate confirmation process. It also depends very much on which nominee one is analyzing.
With Souter and Kennedy, it is hard to escape the conclusion that the hearings had some impact, without resolving the question of whether the effect was to change or simply to reinforce their views. The decisions in Lee v. Weisman 
").
111. 403 U.S. 602 (1971). Lemon establishes a three-part test to assess whether government action violates the establishment clause. To pass muster, a measure must have a secular purpose, must neither advance nor inhibit religion, and must avoid excessive entanglement in religion. Id. at 612-13. The test occasions. Sounding much like a Judiciary Committee dialogue on the subject, Kennedy said that well-established precedents were sufficient to ascertain the unconstitutionality of the practice and that there was no reason to revisit those precedents.
11 2 Souter joined Kennedy's majority opinion and wrote a concurrence of his own. 3 In Casey, a case which many observers had believed would be the vehicle for reconsidering and possibly overruling Roe, Souter and Kennedy were joined by O'Connor in a dramatic joint opinion generally reaffirming constitutional protection for the right of women to choose to have an abortion. The essential factor for the three was "the explication of individual liberty we have given combined with the force of stare decisis. ' '1 4 The lengthy discussion of liberty and stare decisis reads very much like a confirmation hearing dialogue.
Justice Thomas's opinions, on the other hand, evince no effect of the confirmation process. In both Weisman and Casey, he was among the dissenters in the 5-4 decisions. By joining both dissents, he made it clear that his commitment to stare decisis is not the same as Kennedy's and Souter's. Indeed, he has given no indication thus far of having heard the message of Senate Democrats. Thomas has also failed to demonstrate his own stated commitment to privacy as a protected constitutional interest." 5 His actions are consistent with the skepticism of those senators who doubted the sincerity of his answers during his confirmation hearings.
Conclusions about the impact of the senators' questioning on Justice Ginsburg is, of course, premature. As with the other nominees, it may be difficult to tell in the future whether positions she takes on issues that she has not previously addressed reflect any influence of the hearings.
V
CONCLUSION
While this analysis suggests a mixed track record for the confirmation hearing as a tool for influencing constitutional decisionmaking, such a conclusion misses the constitutional significance of what has occurred. Senators have succeeded in establishing a new purpose to the confirmation hearing for Supreme Court nominees. It is one in which senators can identify points of constitutional concern and pursue those concerns with nominees, with the hope that, once confirmed, the new Justices will remember the importance of the core values urged on them by the senators or at least feel bound by the assurances they gave during their hearings.
has generally been credited with erecting a relatively high wall of separation between church and state.
112 Senate Democrats have now established this model and adhered to it with relative uniformity during the last several nominations. This development in itself would be reason enough to suggest that similar discourse is likely to be required of future Supreme Court nominees. Democratic senators may have met with some measurable success in only two of the last four nominations-Thomas having engaged in a constitutional dialogue that was one-sided, and Ginsburg having been favorably inclined toward many views of Democratic senators before the hearings. But two of four is still a strong record and one that reinforces the value of the post-Bork era model for confirmation hearings.
There are some points on which Democrats and Republicans may agree when pressing paramount concerns on future Supreme Court Justices. The most likely candidate in this category of joint ventures is constitutional concern about statutory interpretation. Specifically, senators on both sides of the aisle have expressed concern in recent confirmation hearings with statutory interpretation as a matter of constitutional separation of powers, focusing on the views of Justice Scalia and some other Justices that legislative history and congressional debate is to be ignored because it is not an honest reflection of legislative intent. This is an issue that is of much concern to Democrats and Republicans alike, and one that would be well-served by the modem confirmation hearing model if the two parties united to press the point.
The Democratic party currently controls both the White House and the Senate, and the apparent need for the post-Bork era hearing model may diminish for senate Democrats. However, it has never been and is not now the sole province of liberal Democrats to inquire into the constitutional thinking of Supreme Court nominees. There are issues that Republicans found it desirable to press on Justice Ginsburg and may continue to raise with the Supreme Court nominees of President Clinton if there are more vacancies in the next few years. For example, Republicans on the Judiciary Committee may seek to satisfy themselves that a Clinton nominee accepts that the Eighth Amendment 116 does not prohibit the death penalty, 7 or similarly that the Eighth Amendment does not bar prosecutors in capital cases from presenting victim impact evidence, as the Court held in Payne v. Tennessee.1 8 Republicans may seek to impress a nominee with their opinion that the Court correctly ruled that minority set-aside programs for state and local government contracts violate the Equal Protection Clause 119 unless they are justified by high standards of necessity and tailored in the narrowest of terms. 1 "° Finally, another likely candidate for constitutional dialogue is the Court's recent narrowing of the availability and scope of federal habeas corpus 21 remedies, especially in death penalty cases."
These observations suggest a consistency that may be premature. However, the profound nature of this change in confirmation hearings makes it likely that the new model will continue to be employed in the foreseeable future. Democrats and Republicans alike have come to believe that there is too much at stake in the Supreme Court to leave the selection of Justices to the traditional test of good character and adequate experience. As Democratic Senator Paul Simon, a Judiciary Committee member, has observed, "we can view the decisionmaking for Supreme Court nominations not as a political game to be exercised by competing political parties or different branches of government, but what in fact it is: an awe-inspiring opportunity to defend basic freedoms and to provide justice to future generations."" 121. Habeas corpus is the Latin term for a writ that starts a civil proceeding in which an incarcerated person challenges the legality of his or her confinement. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 709 (6th ed. 1990).
122. See, e.g., Coleman v. Thompson, 111 S. Ct. 2546 (1991) (holding that failure to comply with procedural rules for filing a habeas corpus petition in state court that includes claims based on federal law bars subsequent federal court review of those claims in a habeas corpus petition, unless the petitioner can show cause for the procedural default), and Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288 (1989) (holding that newly announced constitutional rules of criminal procedure do not apply retroactively to cases on collateral review, such as habeas corpus).
123. SIMON, supra note 57, at 27.
